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A CODE FOR C UDUCTING
STEAM LOCOMOTIVE TESTS,
IITRODUCTIOir.
Purpose, -- The purpose of tte locomotive test code is, primar-
ily, to promote unifonnity in test methods, in the data collected,
in the calculation of results, and in the final presentation or
report of the test. In order that test results may be of the
greatest value, it is highly desirable that they be complete and
accurate, and in such form as to be easily available for comparison
with results of other tests. To accomplish these purposes and to
make the code of the greatest usefulness, it aims to present full
directions for the preparation and actual conducting of locomotive
tests and for the calculation and tabulation of results which will
show, clearly and concisely, the more important and striking feat-
ures of the performance of a locomotive, and to give these direc-
tions in such detail that men comparatively familiar with the
work will be able to carry on such tests and calculations without
reference to sources of information not mentioned in the code
and that are difficult to obtain.
Introductory Statement.— The code as here presented is divid-
ed into two main divisions. Part I, consisting of General liistruc-
tions, Laboratory Tests and Road tests, comprises the code proper,

2and should be followed exactly in as far as it is follov/ecl at all.
Part II consists of appendices presenting descriptions of instru-
ments, methods of locating then, calihrations
,
precautions, methods
of calculations, etc. Part.. II should he used as a guide to aid in
carrying on the vvork outlined in Part I,
Acknowledgement
.
— Various sources of infoi-mation have heen
freely drawn fron and referred to, including standard text hooks
and recent puhlications relating to locomotive tests or allied
suh;)ects. In particular the Proceedings of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, a proposed locomotive testing code of
the American Railway Master Mechanics Association and the St. louis
Tests conducted by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, have heen
freely used as sources of information,
PART I.
GEIERAL I1T3TRUCTI0US.
All methods of determining data, the instruments used, their
location, oalihration, etc., should he such that the data and
results may he accurate and representative of the conditions under
investigation.
Appendices (l) to (:23) should he referred to for instructions
relating to type of instruments, methods of mounting, oalihration,
etc.
Preparation. -- In preparing for a test there are four main
items that should he considered; locomotive dim.ensions, examination
of the plant or equipment
,
apparatus and instruments, and pre-
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cautions against leakage.
Measurements of the dimensions of the principal parts of the
locomotive to he tested, so far as they hear on the data required,
should he determined from the locomotive by direct measurement or
from correct working drav/ings. The general features of the loco-
motive should he noted, hoth exterior and interior, and sketches
made, if needed, to show unusual points of design.
A thorough examination of the physical condition of the
parts of the plant, locomotive, and equipment should he made, and
the conditions found recorded together with any points in the mat-
ter of operation which hear upon them,
Oare should he taken that there is no leakage in any of the
locomotive parts, or of any steam or water connections of the plant
or apparatus .which would in any way effect results.
The arrangement and location of the testing appliances must
be left to a certain extent to the judgment and ingenuity of the
engineer in charge. The object of the test will in a large measure
determine conditions of apparatus, locomotive', and equipment. One
guiding rule, however, shoudd always he kept in mind, viz., see
that the apparatus and instruments are reliable, and arrange them
in such a way as to secure correct data,
A list of the most important apparatus and instruments is
Directions
given below *^conceming their mounting, operation, calibration,
etc., will be found in the appendices,
1. Platform scales for coal and ash,
2. Water weighing and measuring apparatus.
3. Pressure gauges,
4. Thermometers,
5. Barometer.
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6. Pyrometer,
7. Draft gauges.
8. Steam calorimeter,
9. Gas analysis apparatus.
10. Smoke determining apparatus,
11. Steam cylinder indicators .with reducing motions,
12. Planimeters,
13. Tachometers or other speed measuring device,
14. Dynamometer,
Indicator Reducing Motion.— The indicator reducing motions
should give the desired redioctions of piston travel to the indica-
tors and have as little lost motion as possible. Any form of re-
ducing motion may he used if the piston travel is accurately trans-
mitted to the indicators in each case.
Sampling Of Coal and Gas. --The coal samples should he taken
in accordance with the instructions of the American Chemical Sooiet:
The gas sample should he taken at some convenient location in the
front end arrangement, and at such a point as will give a thor-
oughly representative sample of the smoke hox gas to he tested,
Stack and Exhaust Pressures.
--Stack and exhaust pressures
should he taken at such points as will give results representativ<
of pressures heing measured.
Heating Surface. -The heating surface should he computed
from the fire side of such parts of the locomotive as transmit
heat to the water or steam. In general a test report should in-
dicate clearly just what has heen included in the heating surface
as reported.
Standard^.- The steam tables of Karks and Davis should he
used in computing results from test data. The standard units on

5whicTi to "base the various measures of capacity, end the standard
forms of expressing efficiency and economy to v/hich the code apply
are as follows:
(1) One indicated horse-power developed in the main cylinders.
I.H.P.
(2) One dynamometer horse-power delivered to the
drav/har , D.H.P,
(3) Lh. of dry fuel per I.E. P. --hr.
(4) Lb, of dry fuel per D.E.2. --hr,
(5) Lh, of dry steam per I.H,P, -hr,
(6) Ih, of dry steam per D.H.P, hr.
(7) Lh, of \mter evaporated per Id. of dry coal,
(8) Lh, of dry fuel per ton-mile,
(9) Boiler, machine and locomotive efficiencies.
Fuel. - The fuel used should "be representative of the locality
In which the locomotive is to "be run. For special tests this need
not apply.
Records. - A log of the data should he entered in notebooks
or on blank sheets suitably prepared in advance. This should be
done in such a manner that the test may be divided into hourly
periods, or if necessary, periods of less duration, and the lead-
ing data obtained for any one or more periods as desired, thereby
showing the degree of uniformity obtained.
The reading of the various instruments should, in general,
be taken simultaneously and at specified regular intervals.
Report
,
7 The report of a test should present all the leading
facts bearing on the design, dimensions, condition and operation
of the locomotive tested and should include a description of any
other apparatus and auxiliaries concernea, together with such
sketches as may be needed for a clear understanding of all points
under consideration. It should state clearly the object and
character of the test, the methods followed, the conditions main-
tained, and the conclusions reached, closing with a tabular sum-
mary of the principal data and results.

6LAEORATOHYTESTS.
OBJECT.
The olDject of a lalDoratory test is to determine the steam and
ooal consumption per unit of pov/er v/hen the locomotive is operated
under fixed conditions. Other less prominent ohjects are such items
as the determination of the performance of the engine under differ-
ent conditions, or of the hoiler with different rates of combustion,
Vy'hen the ohject of making a test is other than stated at eve,
modifications may he made in the code, hut should he such as to con-
form as closely as possible to the code and to permit of carrying
out the more important purposes of the code regarding uniformity,
completeness end accuracy.
PREPAR.':iTIOIU
All driving v;heels should he turned to the same diameter, and
should he of standard contour.
Each pair of drivers should he checked to determine that they
are correctly quartered for the crenk pins.
If the locomotive selected has ever heen through the shops,
for general repairs, the frames should he tried to see that they
j
line 7/ith the cylinders.
The hoiler tuhes must he new or newly pieced, so as to he free
from hoiler sediment.
The stesm cylinders should he approximately the same diameter,
and the packing and ruhhing surfaces in good condition.
On a slide-valve type of locomotive the valves and seats shoull
he faced, and on piston valve type, new huehings applied, if they
are not in good condition.
Check over the front end arrangement to see that it agrees
with the arrangement previously determined upon.

7The stack and draft pipe should be lined to determine that
it is properly erected with reference to the enhaust nozzle,
,
Piston valve packing rings should Le examinee ,and in good
condition, after v/hich a test pressure of at least 60 pounds should
he applied to the steam pipes to determine that the throttle, steam
pipes and exhaust passages are tight.
Steam Joints in the injector and delivery pipes should he
tested to determine that they are steam tight.
The locomotive selected should reach the Locomotive Testing
Laboratory early enough prior to the time which it is scheouled to
under-go test, to allow sufficient time for the application of all
instruments and to take the necessary measurements of the various
parts of the locomotive.
The locomotive driving wheels should he centered carefully
over the supporting wheels so as to give a correct drav»/har pull,
FUEL
For efficiency tests of locomotives, a standard coal should
he selected that can Le easily obtained on short notice, and in ac-
cordance v;ith the special object in view. If maximum efficiency or
capacity is desired, the coal should preferably be some kind that
is regarded as a standard for the locality where the locomotive
is operated.
When oil fuel is used, the rules governing the tests should
be modified to conform to the characteristics of liquid fuel.
ASH MD REFUSE.
Ash and all the refuse withdrawn from the ash pan, smoke box

8and stack cinder collector at the end of the test should he weigh-
ed in a dry state, and if desired, samples taken for determination
of heating value and unhurned carhon,
SAI'gLIIIG OPAL .
If the coal to he tried is more than the amount necessary
to make the test, it should he sampled according to the recommend-
ations of the Committee of the American Chemical Society. The
sample should in general not he less than 500 pounds, and after it
is crushed end quartered ahout one quart should he taken and placed
in an air-tight jar for chemical analysis,
AMLYSIS OF COAL .
The analyses commonly made are what are termed "proximate"
analyses; these consist in the determination of the following items:
Fixed Carhon, per cent.
Volatile matter, per cent.
Moisture hydroscopic, per cent.
Moisture total, per cent.
Ash, per cent.
Sulphur determined separately, per cent,
B. t. u. per pound of fuel.
For complete determinations of the quality of coal it is
necessary to make ultimate analysis, which requires the determina-
tion of the following additional items:
Carhon, per cent.
Hydrogen, per cent.
Nitrogen, per cent.
Oxygen hy difference, per cent.

9APPARATUS AKD lUSTHUIJSl^TS.
The apparatus and instruments required for la^boratory tests
of a locomotive are as follows:
(1) Platform scale for weighing coal and ash,
(2) Tanks and scales for weighing water,
(3) Graduated scale for measuring height of 7/ater in toiler,
(4) Pressure gauges for toiler, "branch pipe, receiver, ex-
haust and at other points as may he required,
(5) Draft gouges for smoke box, fire hox and ash pan,
(6) Thermometers for calorimeter, "branch pipe, receiver,
exhaust, room temperature., ariii wet and dry "bul'b thermometers or
an hygrometer,
(7) Pyrometers for fire hox, smoke hox end at other points
as may he required,
(8) Steam calorimeter,
(9) Steam cylinder indicators,
(10> Some form of Speed recorders to denote the revolutions
of driving wheels,
(11) Gas analysis apparatus,
(12) Friction hrake apparatus.
(13) Dynamoineter for determining the pull at drawhar,
(14) Indicator reducing motions,
(15) Smoke chart or other smoke measuring, or registering
device,
(16) Spark catcher.
In addition to the ahove, it will he desirahle to have plan-
imeters, micrometers, scales, calculating instruments, etc.
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All instruments used should "be calibrated as often as requir-
ed, and corrections made in accordance ^^'ith such calihrations
.
A hoiler calibration and determination of the amount of water
passing through the calorimeter, safety- valve?, or lost in other ways
should be made. For general directions relating to calibration see
appendix Ho. 5,
APPLIGATIOIT OF IKSTRUIJSITTS
.
The pressure g^augefs for boiler, branch pipe and exhaust should'
be suitably connected and located at points convenient for the ob-
servers.
For taking temperature of steam in branch pipe and exhaust
passage, thermometers should be inserted into wells, and given prop-
er depth of immersion.
The indicator reducing motion should be some suitable form
for transmitting the reduced motion accurately to the indicators.
The pipes leading from the cylinder to the indicator should be of
be
suitable size so as to give free passage of steam, and should connect||Bd
into the side of the cylinders rather than into the heads, thus
making a very short connection. Short bends in the pipes should be
avoidec; and the pipes should be v/ell legged to prevent radiation.
A suitable framework should be secured to the cylinder to
act as a brace for the indicators, and for the motion-rod support e.
Rigidity is highly essential in this particular.
Care should be taken to set the indicators in such a position
that the finger on the end of the motion rod travels in a direction
pointing to the groove in the drum proper,
Draft gages should be placed at convenient locations, with
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suitable connections to the smoke "box or other points at vhich the
draft is to "be taken. Flexible connections should in general he
used. The sampling end of the draft tuhe should not come within
several inches of surfaces or other ohstructions
. In the smoke "box
the draft pipes should he located at ahout the horizontal center
line of hoiler in front and hack of diaphragm, and at the vertical
center line of the hoiler. In no case, however, should the draft
ohservations he unduly affected hy the ezhaust jet.
The draft in the fire hox shoald he taken through a suitable
opening, located at a point ahout half the length of the fire hox
and ahout 24 inches ahove the grates, provided this point does not
come t^ojclose to en arch or other obstructions. The draft in the
ash pan should be taken at some convenient point at about the cen-
ter of the entire grate area several inches below the grate.
The smoke box pyrometer or thermometer should be inserted
so that the hot point or bulb will give a correct determination of
the temperature of the gases being sampled for analysis. If a ther-
mometer is used for this purpose, it should be graduated to 1,000
degrees.
The tube placed in the fire hox for inserting the pjrrometer
should be located apposite or near the point for taking the draft.
The gas sampling pipe should he located at such a point that
the gases issuing from the different tubes will be thoroughly mixed
and, that they may not be diluted with exhaust steam. This is gen-
erally across the center of gravity of a section just behind or in
front of the exhaust pipe and below the table plate. The sampling pi|e
should be plugged at the end and have numerous drilled holes, equally
spaced throughout its length. The total area of the drilled holes
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should not more tlis.n the inside area of the sampling pipe.
A steara calorimeter should he attached either at the dome at
a point close to the throttle valve, or to the hranch pipe accord-
ing as it is desired to ohtain the character of the steara at one
point or the other. The former location is preferred.
A sampling tuhe of approved design should "be used in collect-
in the sample of steam for the calorimeter,
GgERATIITG C0ITI3ITI0IS.
In a laboratory test where maximum efficiency is the ohject
in view, there should he uniformity in such matters as steara pres-
sure, quantity of coal supplied at each firing, thickness of fire
and in other firing operations.
The rate of supplying the feed water should he uniform through
the entire test, and a certain level (ahout second gage cock),
should he maintained from start to finish of test.
DUP.ATIOIT.
The duration of a laboratory test of a locomotive will depend
upon the character of the fuel used, rate of comhustion and working
limitations of the revolving parts. The test should he run until
150 pounds of coal have heen hurned per square foot of grate, or if
the rate of comhustion is less than 50 pounds of coal per square
foot of grate per hour the test should he continued for at least
three hours,
STAETIUG Am STOPPII^Q.
Before starting a test, the fire should he cleaned hy rock-
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ing the grate and run at the test load concUtione until uniform
conditions have "been maintained. When this state has heen reached,
the thickness of the fire "bed, steam pressure, water level in loco-
motive, time, and other readings should he taken v/ith the time re-
corded as starting time. Immediately fire V7ith weighed cosl and
proceed with regular test.
When the end of the test approaches the fire should he hrought
as nearly as possihle to its condition at starting (particularly
as regards unhurned fuel in the fire hox) ; take steam pressure, wate:
level, and time, and record the latter as stopping time. If there
is a difference in steam pressures, or water levels at starting and
stopping a correction should he applied,
RSCORDS.
A log of the data should he entered on printed forms and
records taken at 10 minute or other suitahle tim.e intervals. The
coal should he weighed out in not less than (300) pound lots and
the time taken for each lot hurned.
Weighing tanks of sufficient capacity should he provided to
ma int air. water in the supply, varying in head not more then six
inches, and readings of the water consumed should he plotted upon
the graphical logs at convenient regular intervals.
Indicator diagrams should, in general, he taken at the same
time the other data are taken,
A sufficient numher of ohservers should he supplied in order
that all important ohservations may he taken simultaneously.
At a lahoratory where two tests are made each day, the numher
of men required is as follows:

Director oi rests X
1
w Ouipu. iJ exs anu xtbi usineii •71
otenogrcipner X
Foreman or resting xiaooratory X
iirSiCe Wiieei oper&T;or X
oaD UDserver X
jjuei UDserver X
water uoeryer nX
2
ureners-j. u usei va uiono p
jingiiie uperauor X
jj 11 err.Rn X
Firernan X
\j lieIn 1 S u X
ocioice ODserver X
Gras bampier nX
Assistant jorenjin oi leBoing iia-uora uoxy TX
Mechanicians 2
Oilers 2
Coal Passers 3
Where tests are not rim daily some of the ohservers might he
utilized as computers or vice versa and the total numter of men
employee considerahly decreased.
In special cases as when Mallet tsrpe engines are tested ad-
ditional ohservers might he required.

DATA AM) RESULTS.
DESCRIPTIOir, DllyffiUSIOUS AED PROPORTIONS.
Driving Wheels.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
16.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Uumter o
Uorainal
Measured
iieasured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Average
Average
f pairs
diameter, inche
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circiimference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference
circumference,
diameter, inche
s . . .
.
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet.
s.
. .
.
right Eo, 1,
right ]Jo, 2,
right ISO, 3
right Uo, 4,
right ]3o. 5,
right "So, 6,
right Uo. 7,
right Kg. 8,
left Ho. 1.,
left Ho. 2.,
left Ho. 3.,
left Ho. 4.,
left Ho, 5..
left Ho. 6.
,
left Ho. 7.,
left Ho. 8.
,
Engine Truck Wheels.

Trailing Wheels
16
33. Disnieter, inches
34
35
36
37
38
Wheel Base.
39. Driving wheel "base, front locomotive, in feet
40. Driving wheel base, rear locomotive, in feet
41. Total wheel base in feet
42. Gage of wheel "base in inches
43
44
45
46
47
Weight of Engine
. Pounds.
(With wat ey at s e~conS gage cock and normal fire.)
48. On truck
49. On first drivers
.
50. On second drivers
51. On third drivers
.
52. On fourth drivers
53. On fifth drivers
.
54. Cn Sixth drivers
.
55. On seventh drivers
56. On eighth drivers
57. On trailers
,
58
59
60
61
62
63, Total
64, Total on drivers ,,
Cylinders.
65, High pressure, number
66, lov; pressure, number
67. Arrangement '
68. Diameter, inches, high'pressur^; 'rigit

69. Diameter, inches, high pressure, left
70. Diameter, inches, low pressure, right
71. Diameter, inches, low pressure, left
72
73
74
75
76
Stroke of Piston, Inches.
77, High pressure, right
78, Hieh pressure, left
,
79. Low pressure, right
80. Low pressure, left
81
82
,
83
,
84.
85.
,
Clearance, Per Cent 0£ Piston Displacement
.
86. High pressure, right, head end
87, High pressure, right, crank end
88. High pressure, left, head end
.
89. High pressure, left, crank end
90, Low pressure, right, head end ,
91, Low pressure, right, crank end
92. Low pressure, left, head end ..
93, Lov/ pressure, left, crank end
.
94
95.
96
97
*
98
Receiver, Cuhic Feet.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104,
105,
Volume
Volume
right side
left side
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Steam Ports
,
Inches
.
(For piston valveS, the ieilgtn equals the circiimference
of inside of bushing, minus the sum of the widths of
"bridges).
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112,
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
lEO.
lEl.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
135.
134.
High-pressure admission, right, head end, length
High-pressure admiss-'on, right, head end, width
High-pressure admission, right, crank end, length
High-pressure admission, right, crank end, v/idth
High-pressure admission, left, head end, length
High-pressure admission, left, head end, width
High-pressure admission, left, crank end, lengt:
High-pressure admission, left, crank end, width
Low-pressure admission, right, head end, length
Low-pressure admission, right, head end, width.
Low-pressure admission, right, crank end, lengt
Low-pressure admission, right, crank end, width
Low-pressure admission, left, head end, length.
Low-presEi^re admission, left, head end, width.
Low-pressure admission, left, crank end, length
Low-pressure admission, left, crank end, width
High-pressure exhaust, right .length.
High-pressure exhaust, right, width.
High-pressure exhaust, left, length.
High-pressure exhaust, left, width..
Low-pressure exhaust, right, length.
Low-pressure exhaust, right, width
Low-pressure exhaust, left, length
Low-pressure exhaust, left, width
Piston Rods, Diameter, Inches
135. High pressure, right.
136. High pressure, left,.
137. Low pressure, rig;ht..
138. Low pressure, left..,
139
140
141
142
143
^^i^ ^^ods, Diameter^ Inches.
144.
145.
High pressure, right
High pressure, left.

146. Low pressure, right
147. low pressure, left.
148
149
150
151
152
Valves
.
153. Type
,
154. Design
155. Balanced area in per cent of total
156. Type in link motion
,
157
158
159
160
161
Greatest Valve Travel, Inches.
162. High pressure, right
163. High pressure, left
,
164. Low pressure, right
165. Lov/ pressure, left
166.
167
168
169
170
Outside Lap Of Valve, Inches.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177,
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
High pressure.
High pressure.
High pressure
,
High pressure.
Low pressure
Low pressure
Low pressure
Low pressure, left
right, head end
right, crank end
left, head end
.
left, crank end
right, head end
.
right, crank end
left, head end
..
crank end
.

Inside Lep Of Valve , Inches .
184. High pressure, right, head end
185. High pressure, right, crank end
186. High pressure, left, head end
.
187. High pressure, left, crank end
188. Low pressure, right, head end .
189. Low pressure, right, crank end
190. Low pressure, left, head end ..
191. Low pressure, left, crank end
.
192.
193
194
195
196
Miscellaneous.
197. Cylinder lagging material
198. Cylinder ;)acket material
199
EOO *
*
201
202
203
'
Boiler.
204. Type
205. Outside diameter, firct*ring[ "inches
206* •••»•....,,.,,
,
207
208
209
210
Tubes.
211. Iiimher
212. Outside diameter inches*
*
213. Thickness, inside ***
Pi^R* l^^^^^ hetween tube sheet?! ' inih^sTotal fire area, square feet
.
217
tuhes, numher of rihs
218 ^^'^
219.

220.
221.
222.
21
Superheater.
223. Tjrpe
224. UiimlDer o±' tutes
225. Outside diameter, inches
226. Inside diameter, inches
227. Length of tubes, inches
228. Steam area through units, square inches
229
230
231
232
233
Fire Box, Inside.
234, Length ...inches ...
235, Width inches . .
.
236, Depth from end .inches ...
237, Depth hack end inches ...
238, Volume cuhio feet
239
240
241
242.
243.
Fire Doors.
244, Uumher
245. Area, square feet
246
247,
248
249
250
Grates,
251. Style
252. Total area, square feet*!!!!!.*!!.''*
253. Total area dead grates, square 'feet
254. Width of air space, inches
.
255
256 !!!!!!!!!!!**'.*.'!.*
ii
22
257.
258.
259.
Air Inlets.
260. Through fire "box sides ....square feet,
261. Through grates square feet.
262. Through fire door square feet.
263. Total air inlets, Ho. 260, Uo. 261
and lo. 262 ...square feet.
264. Ratio air inlets (ISo, 261) to grate
area fUo. 252)
265. Ratio air inlets file. 263) to grate
area (lo. 252)
266
267
268.
269
270
Heating Surface. Square Feet.
271. Of the tuhes, water side
272. Of the tubes, fire side
273. Of fire box side \ ,\ \
,
274. Of superheater fire side
,
*.
275. Total based on inside of fire box and inside
of tubes
276. Total based on inside of fire box and 'outside
of tubes
, ,
.
277
278
279
280
281 *;
Boiler Volumes
.(With water surface at level of second gage cook}
282. Water space, cubic feet
283. Steam space, cubic feet '
*
284.
.285. •
286
287 •
288 *
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Ezhaust nozzle.
289, Type
890. Dimensions of right side, inches ,
291, Dimensions of left side, inches .
292, Area of right side, square inches
293, Area of left side, square inches
294, Total area
295
296
297 ,
298
299
Reverse Lever,
300. High-pressure cylinder, notches forward of
center
301, Low-pressure cylinder, notches forward of
center
, . ,
302
,
303
,
304
305
,
306
Ratio.
307. Heating surface (J^o, 275) to grate area (Ho, 252)
308. Fire area through tubes (Uo, 215) to grate
area (Ho, 252)
309. Fire hox heating surface (Ho, 273) to grate
area (Ho. 252)
310. Tube surface (Ho. 272) to fire box heating
surface (Ho, 273) •
312. Superheater, length of units (Ho, 227) to
internal diameter (Ho, 226)
311. Fire box volume (Ho, 238) to grate area
(Ho, 252)
313 *
314
315. -317 i i i
i
Saatana
318. For dynamometer horse-power (power developed
when the speed is one r.p.m. and the pull is
one pound
)
For indicated horse-power (power'deveioped'at*
one r.p.m, and one pound m.e.p.)
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319. High-pressure oylinder, right, head end .....
320. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
321. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end •
322. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
323. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end ......
324. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
325. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end .......
326. Low-pressure oylinder, left, crank end ......
327
328
329
330
351
For Piston Displacement, Cubic Feet,
332. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end
333. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
334. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
335. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
336. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end
337. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
338. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ,
339. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
340
341
,
342
343
344
0BS2RVED LATA-.
346. Duration of test, hours
346
347
348
349.
350
Speed.
351
.
Total revolutions
, , ,
.
352
.
Average ......... .Per minute !
353. Equivalent speed in miles per hour
,
354. Equivalent piston speed in feet per minute
355.

E5
Position of Levers.
360. Reverse lever notches from front end
361
362
363. Throttle lever
364
366
Temperature, Degr ees Fahrenheit.
366. Of smoke "box, hy thermometer
367. Of smoke hox, by pyrometer .
368. Of laboratory, dry hulh ....
369. Of laboratory, wet bulb ....
370. Of steam in branch pipe ....
371. Of steam in receiver .......
372. Of steam in exhaust passage
373. Of feed water
374. Of fire box, by pyrometer ..
375
. . .
376
377
378
379
Pressure
, Pounds Per Square Inch.
380» In boiler, average
381. In boiler, maxiqium
382. In boiler, minimum
383. In branch pipe
384. In E. P. cylinder
385. In L. P. cylinder
386. In receiver
387. In exhaust passage
388. In laboratory, barometric
389
390 \\
391
392
393 \
'
Draft, Inches Of Water.
394.
395.
In smoke box, front of diaphragm
In smoke box, back of diaphragm
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396. In fire "box
397, In ash pan
398
399
400
401
402
Injectors
.
Hours in action.
403, Total right
404, Totel left
405, Umn'ber times on right
406, Uuraher times on left
Quality Of Steam.
407. In dome
408. In Toranoh pipe
,
409. Degrees of superheat in "branch pipe
410. Degrees of superheat in receiver
411. Degrees of superheat in exhaust
41E. Factor of correction for quality of steam ..
413
.
,
414
415
416
Coal, Sparks And Ash.
417. Coal fired, kind
418. Coal fired, total
419. Dry coal fired, total pounds
4£0. Comhustihle, hy analysis, total
421. Ash, "by analysis, total
422. Cinders collected in smoke hox, total
.
423. Sparks discharged from stack, total
424. Cinders and sparks, total
425. Coal loss due to steam loss, pounds ner hour
426.
427
428 ;
429
430
*

Smoke
•
431. Ringlemann chart, per cent
432
435
434
435
436
Analysis of Coal (Proximate )
.
437. Fixed carbon
, per cent
438. Volatile matter per cent
439. Moisture, hydroscopic per cent
440. Moisture, total per cent
441. Ash per cent
448. Sulphur, determined separately
• per cent
443. B, t. u. per pound of fiifel
444.
445
446
447
'
448
'
Analysis Of Coal (Ultimate).
449. Oarhon, per cent
,
450. Hydrogen, per cent
451, Mtrogen, per cent
441, Ash, per cent
442. Sulphur, per cent
452, Oxygen hy difference, per cent
453
.
454 '
*'
455 '
;
456
457
Calorific Value In B. T, U, Per Pound.
458.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.
465.
Of dry coal
Of combust- hie
Of cinders and sparks
Of ash
••••••
••••*«.

Analysis Of Smoke Box Gases.
466. Oxygen per cent
467. Carbon monozide
--CO... per cent
468. Carbon dioxide
--C02...per cent
469. Uitrogen ....U per cent
470. Hydrogen H per cent
471
472
472
474
475
Water In Pounds.
476. Delivered to injectors
477. Lost, from boilers
478. Lost, from []
479. Lost, from
480. Lost, total
481. Delivered to boiler and presumably
evaporated
482
483 * ;
484
485
486
*
487
. Average
488. Maximum
489. Minimma
490
491
492
493
494
Dynamometer
.
Pull in pounds.
Cut-off, Pei^ Cent^ ef Stroke.
gigjj-pressure cylinder, right, head end496. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
111' l^Sl-vressure cylinder, left, head end
.
^99.' Ivfr^^e'!!!!!.
500. Low-pressure cylinder, right. 'head'end501. Low-pressure cylinder r^l^l', ight, crank end

502. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ,
503. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
504. Average
505
506
507
508
509
Release, Per Cent Of Stroke.
510. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end ....
511. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end ...
512. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end .....
613. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end ....
514. Average
515. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end .....
516. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end ....
517. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ......
518. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
519. Average
.,
520
521
522 *.
523 "*
'
524
Beginning Of Compression, Per Cent Of Stroke.
525. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end ....
526. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end ...
527. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
528. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end ....
529. Average
530. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head'end* ! ] ! !
[
531. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
...
532. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end
533. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end ... ,534. Average
,
535
536
537 *
538 ; *
539
Pressure From Indicator Ca.rds.
Initial pressures, pounds per square" inch.
High-pressure cylinder, right, head end
High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end'!!!
High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
540.
541.
542.
543.
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544. Average
,
545, Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end
546, Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end ,
547. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end
548. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
549, Average
, ,,,
550
661
552
553
554
Steam-chest Pressures, Pounds Per Square Inch,
555. High pressures, right side.
556. High pressure, left £ide
557. Average
558. Low pressure, right side .!!!.*!.'!.*!!!
559. Low pressure, left side
560. Average
,
561
562
563
564 '[
565
... r. i !
Pressur es At Cut-off, Pounds Per Square Inch.
566, Eigh-pressure cylinder, right, head end .
567, High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end.
568, High-pressure cylinder, left, head end ..
569, High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
.
570, Average
, ^ ^ ^
571, Low-pressure cylinder, right
j
'head* end *!
!
572, Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
.
573, Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ...
574, Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
..
575, Average
.
576
577
578
579
580
Pressure M Release, Pounds Per Square Inch,
High-pressure cylinder, right, head end
High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
.
High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Average
Low-pre ssure cylind er *' right i
* head * end
!
Low-pressure cylinder, rifht, crank endLow-pressure cylinder, left, head end
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.
586.
587.
588,
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589. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
590. Average
591
59E
593
594
595
Pressure At Beginning of Compression, Pounds
fc'er aquare~IncE7
596. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end.
597. High-pressure cylinder, right, cranJc end
598. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end .
599. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end.
600. Average
601. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end
.
602. Lovv-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
603. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ..
604. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end .
605 . Average
606
607
608
609.
610 '/.['["
I^east Back Pressure, Pounds Per Square Inch.
611. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end
612. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
613. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
.
614. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
615. Average
,,,,
616. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head 'end*!
617. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
618. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end
619. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
.
620. Average
....
621 '
622.
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SUMIAEY OF AVERAGE RESULTS.
Boiler.
626. Dry coel fired, per hc^r pounds...
627. Dry coal fired, per sq. ft, of grate
surface
628
629
630
631
632
Evaporation, Pounds
.
633, Moist steain, per hour
634, Dry steam, per hour...
655. Dry steain, per hour, per sq, ft. of
heating surface
636, Dry steam, per pound of dry coal ,,.
637, Dry stoi^F., per pound of fuel as fireo ......
638, Steam. lost through calorimeter, safety-
valves, air-pumps, etc., per hour ,,
639, Moist steam to engines per hour
640, Factor of evaporation
641, Correction for heat storage in doiler
642, Dry steam to engines per hour .,
643, Corrected water evaporated "by boiler
per hour • •
644, Ratio of heat from boiler to engines to
heat from fire to toiler
Equivalent Evaporation From And At 212^ F
.
645, Per hour
646, Per hour, hoiler, excluding sirperheater ....
647, Per hour, superheater alone .,
646, Per hour, per sq, ft, of total heating
surface
649, Per hour, per sq, ft, of total heating
surface, excluding t^rperheater, ,.
660
651.
^52
653 .
655, Per hour, per sc. ft. of total heating sur-
face, superheater alone
656. Per hour, per sq. ft. of grate area ..,

657. Per pound of coal as fired <
658, Per loound of dry coal
659, Per pound of com"bustilDle ,
660. Boiler horse-power ,
661
,
662
,
663
664
,
665
666. Efflcienoy of boiler, based on fuel
,
667. Efficiency of "boiler per sq. ft. of
heaxing surface
668. Efficiency of boiler per sq. ft. of grate
area
,
669
670
671
672.
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS.
Engine.
Ivlean effective pressure, pounds per square inch.
674. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end ,,
675. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end
.
676. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end ,..
677. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
678. Average
679. Low-pressure cylinder, right
,
'head 'end *!! .*
680. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end ,,
681. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end ....
682. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end ...
683. Average
684
685
686
687 iiiii!.*.'.*! !!!!!!
. Receiver,
689. Pressure, right side
690. Pressure, left side
,
691. Average
,
,
692

ITumlDer Of Sxpansions
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69 7. Right side, head end
698. Right side, crank end
699. Left side, head end .
700. Left side, crank end
701. Total
702
703
704
705
706
Indicated Horse''Power.
707. High-pressure cylinder, right, head end ....
708. High-pressure cylinder, right, crank end..,.
709. High-pressure cylinder, left, head end
710. High-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
711. Total
712. Low-pressure cylinder, right, head end
713. Low-pressure cylinder, right, crank end.....
714. Low-pressure cylinder, left, head end
715. Low-pressure cylinder, left, crank end
716. Total
717
718
719
720
721
Division Of Power.
722. High-pressure cylinder, right side
723. High-pressure cylinder, left side
.
724. Low-pressure cylinder, right side
.
725. Low-pressure cylinder, left side
.
726. Right Side, total
727. Left side, total '
728. Total
729 '
730
'

Per I. H. P. Per Hour.
734. Dry coal, pounds
735. B. t. u. in fuel
736. Dry steam, pounds
737. B. t. u, in steam
738
739
740 .
741
742
SUM^AEY OF AVERAGE RESULTS,
Locomotive
.
743. Dynamometer horse-power ,
744. Dry coal per D, H. P. per hour, pounds .,
745. Dry steam per D.E.P, per houjr, pounds
746. B, t, u, per D, H. P. per hour, loounds .
747.
748
749
750
751
752. Dry coal per one million foot-pounds at
drawhar
753. Dry steam per one million foot-pounds at
drav/har •
754. B. t. u, per one million foot-pounds at
drav/har
755. I. H, P. per sq. ft. of heating surface
756. I. H. P. per sq. ft. of grate surface .,
757. D. H. P. per so, ft. of heating surface
758. D. H. 2. per sq. ft. of grate surface
759
760
761
762.
763
764, Tractive pov;er, hased on E, P. pounds
765
766
767
768
769
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Machine Friction Of Locomotive, In Terms Of
770. Horse-power
771. ivi. ^. i, pounds ,
772. Drawbar pull, pounds,
773
774
775
776
,
777
,
Efficiency.
778. Machine efiiciency of locomotives, per cent,
779. Thermal efficiency of locomotive ("based
on fuel)
,
per cent
780
781.
782
783,
784
Ratios,
785. Total weight of locomotive to maximum I.H.P..
786. Total heating surface to maximum I.H.P
787.
788
789 ;
790
791
792, Test numher !!*
'
SUMIvIARIZED STATEiiSHT OF AVERAGE RESULTS.
792. Test Uo
345. Duration of tests) 'hours.* !!.*!!!!** ]352. Jumber of revolutions per minute.'*!
^03. Speed, in miles per hour....
^Q?' Pfottie opening, full or partial.*.*;
ill' fo^^l cut-off, per cent, H. ?. cylinders*"
Hi' d^®^ °^ exhaust nozzle sa in
^^^^^^ P^Pe pressure. Ihs. per sq. [n
387* lir^'^r pressure, ihs. per sq.ii.^''-387. Exhaust pressure, Ihs. per sq? in?

615. Average least back pressure, lbs. H. P.
cylinder
620. Average least back pressure, ibs.L. P.
cylinder
409 . Superheat In branch pipe
410. Superheat in receiver
411. Superheat in exhaust
394. Draft in front of diaphragm, inches of
water, ...... , . , ,
.
395. Draft in back of diaphragm, inches of
water ,
396. Draft in fire box, Inches of ?/ater.
,
397. Draft in ash pan, inches of water
458. Calorific value of dry fuel, B. t, u, per
pound
6£6. Dry fuel fired per hour, lbs ,.
627. Dry fuel fired per hour per sq. ft. of grate
633. Water delivered to boiler, lbs. per hour...,
645. Equivalent evaporation from and at 212°,
lbs
, per hour ! . , ,
648. Equivalent evaporation from and at 212*^'
lbs. per hour per sq, ft. fire heating
surface
, , , ^
658. Equivalent evaporation from andat '212°*
**'
*
lbs, per hour per pound of dry fuel
660. Boiler horse-power (34,6 U, of S) '...'.!*,!! i
!
666, Efficiency of boiler, based on fuel!!!!!!!!]
431, Average smoke, per cent
,
'.
. \
642.. Dry steam to engine, lbs per hour 1 i ]728. Indicatecl horse-power,,,, "
734, Dry fuel per I. E, B, hourj 'ibs! ! ! ! !
!
Aat' f*®^^ 2, P. hour, lbs487, Drawbar pull, lbs
nt?' JS^aJ^oraeter or drawbar horse-power744. Dry fuel per D,E.P. hour
, , ,
{1''
lil' ^""^ D.E.P. hour...
•
VlV dermal H locomotive ip;; * ;;ni((^. iliermal efficiency of locomotivebased on fuel '
^ ^
•
•
• per cent.

ROAD TESTS.
38
OBJECT .
The o"b^eot of a locomotive road test is to determine the amount
of steam and fuel consumed in hauling a knov/n tonnage over a known
distance, or a given run; or, in other words, to determine the a-
mount of steam and fuel consumed per unit of power utilized in
hauling the train.
APPARATUS AjTO. lUSTRUMSIirTS.
The apparatus and instruments required for a locomotive road
test are as follows
1. Two or more steam cylinder indicators,
E, A numher of sacks to hold 100 Ihs, of coal each,
3. Platform scale.
4. Float or gauge glasses, or other suitable apparatus for meas-
uring the height of ?/ater in the tender tank.
5. V/ater meters to measure the cmount of water delivered to the
injectors.
6. Graduated scale for the cah gauge glass.
7. Two pyrometers.
8. Four draft gauges.
9. Three or more thermometers.
10. Steam calorimeter.
11. Three or more stroke counters.
12. Reducing motion suitahle for the operation of the indicators.
13. Speed indicator to register the speed of the train.
14. Traction dynamometer, or, preferably, a dynamometer car with
its complete equipment, to be used primarily to record the drawbar
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pull throughout the run.
15. Electrical connection, vrith an auxiliary signaling appara •
tus, which will serve as a means of communication hetween the dyna-
mometer car and the observers at the indicators.
16. Apparatus for taking samples of cinders and stack refuse,
if such data is required,
17. Apparatus for sampling the flue gas.
18. Suitable apparatus for v^eighing the ash and refuse.
19. Steam pressure gauge to register the "boiler pressure.
20. Auxiliary apparatus for the computation of results, such
as planimeters, micrometers, scales, slide rules, computing and
adding machines and other such instruments as may seem necessary
or desirahle.
21. Apparatus for anelizing the flue gas.
PESPARATIOHS TO BE MADE TEE SHOPS
PREVIOUS TO T^ HUU.
TEE PREPARATION OF TEE LOCOMOTIVE.
line up the frame with the cylinders.
A thoroughly satisfactory steam fit should he ohtsined he-
tween the harrel of the cylinder and the piston; packing rings
should he renev/ed, cylinders rehored, or such other work done as
may he necessary to put the cylinder in the condition desired.
Valve seats should he refaced, hushings hored, new packing
applied, or such other work done as may he necessary to put the
valves in good condition.
Cylindei cocks, piston and valve stem packings:
, relief valves
etc, should be put in such a condition as to minimize leakage at I
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these points.
The cylinders and valves should "be tested for leakage.
The dry-pipe and all steam Joints on the locomotive should
he tested for leakage.
Boiler tuhes free from scale and sediment should he installed,
unless it he desired to ohtain data on the evaporative performance
of tuhes with scale.
Check over the front end arrangement to see that it agrees
with the arrangement determined upon.
Line the stack with exhaust nozzle.
THE APPLICATION OF TEE TESTI17G APPARATUS.
Pilot hox to he huilt around the cylinders and front end for
the adequate protection of the testing squad, and to he of such
design as will facilitate their work.
Indicators and indicator rigging to he attached, vjlth com-
plete equipment of valves such that the indicators are connected
with each end of the cylinder and with the steam chest.
Apparatus, for measuring the height of water in the tender
tank, to he installed.
Water meters to he installed at the injector pipes, with a
view to making them as easily readahle as possible while running.
Speedometer to installed in the cah.
Apparatus for sampling stack refuse to he attached, if require
Calorimeter to he attached at the steam dome.
Thermometer to he installed at the calorimeter (and to the
receiver, the hranch-pipe and the exhaust, if so required).
Pyrometers to he installed with a vlev; to making their read-
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ings of the respective temperatures as representative as possible,
and a 'SO with a view to mekirxg the instruments as easily read as
possihle
.
The reverse lever notches should he numhered in such a way as
to make then most easily readable for the purpose of keeping a
record of the position of the reverse lever, or a device for auto-
matically registering the reverse lever positions should he install-
ed.
Stroke counters should he attached in such a way as to record
the numher of revolutions of the drivers and the strokes made hy
each air-pump.
The apparatus for sampling flue gas should he so installed as
to collect a representative sample of the gases.
DETERMIIATIOI^^S TO m ivi/)DE IiaiELIATELY
PREVIOUS TO TEE RUI.
Tender tank to he calibrated.
The determination of the amount of steam consumed hy the air-
pumps.
All instruments to he calibrated as required in Appendix 5.
The actual coal to be usee to be sampled as required in Appen-
dices 8 and 10.
Coal from which samples have been taken is to be weighed into
sacks of 100 lbs. each, and of sufficient amount to cover the entire
run. In case it be decided not to use sacks, the coal in the tender
should be divided by a partition into a portion of weighed coal,
which will be sufficient to cover the run, and into a portion of
unweighed coal, which- is to be used during stops, etc.
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Data regarding the train and the conditions of the run should
"be ohtainea, as listed under Records of the Test,
STARTING, STOPPING AHD RUMIMi.
OPERATIUG COUDITICIIS.
The running conditions should, in general, he maintained as
uniform as is possihle with respect to speed, pressures, firing,
water level in the hoiler, etc. The particular purpose of the test
and traffic conditions v/ill, of necessity, determine to a large
extent the running conditions.
DURATIOlSr OF THE TEST.
The length of the run end the duration of the test will, in
general, he determined hy traffic conditions and the length of the
section or division run over,
A run of ahout 100 miles may he considered as a standard
average length of run,
MAIKTAIIIAIICE OF RUUiaiG COITDITIOHS,
Before the start is made, the fire should he hrought to to
a uniform state of maximum efficiency. When the start is made, the
weighed coel should he fired.
When the start is made the first reading of all instruments
should he made.
If stops are made during the test, the time at the heginning
and the end of such stops should he recorded, and all coal and
water used during such stops should he determined in such a way
that the performance of the locomotive during these stops may he
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included or excluded from the test proper as m&y "best serve the
purposes for v/hich the test is made.
In general, observations should he continued during the stop
so that suitable allowances or corrections may te made for changes
in the condition of the fire, the pressure in the boiler, the water
level in the boiler and for steam used by the air pumps, the cal-
orimeter, the pop-valves, etc,
RECOKDS OF TEE TEST .
The headings of log sheets shown in Appendix 16 will serve
as a guide for the keeping of the records of a locomotive road test.
A. --TO BE OBSERVE!) FROM TEE LOCOMOTIVE.
Log of fuel consumption.
Log of water consumption.
Cab log of pressures, gauge glass readings, position of re-
verse lever at all times, position of throttle, time pop-valve is
open, calorimeter readings, etc.
Record of indicator work, with time of taking each card re-
gistered thereon.
Record of all draft gauge readings.
Record of time of taking each sample of Tlue gas and each
sample of stack refuse, if this last data is required,
B. --TO BE OBSERVED FROM THE DYMi^OLffiTER CAR.-""
Time of stop and starts.
passing mile-posts, stations, curves, grades, etc.
(1) In case a dynamometer oar is not used, the engine cab or space
upon a car follov/ing the engine should be used in so far as possible
for collecting this data and for the keeping of the logs.
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Record of drawtar pull and all other recording talDle data, if
the last is available
,
Record of time indicator cards were taken.
Record of data regarding the train and the conditions of the
run such as:
-
1. Initials end numhers of cars.
2. Position in train of each car.
3. Weight of each car,
4. Kind of car.
5. Car loaded or empty.
6. Light and loaded v/eight.
7. All changes in the a"i>ove during the run.
8. Total length of the train.
9. Kind of weather.
10, Direction and velocity of wind.
11. Such other data as may he of particular interest or neces-
sary to indicate unusual or special conditions.
DATA AIJD RESULTS.
The list of date and results as given under "Laboratory Tests"
will serve as a guide in the listing and tabulation of such data
and results as may "be necessary or of interest in a road test. The
follov/ing list may "be considered as essential in the preparation
of a complete report:
—
793. Date of test
794. Average number cars (pushed or pulled)
795. Gross tons, excluding locomotive
,
796. number 100 gross ton-miles....
797. number 100 adj. ton-miles
798. number of stops
799. Distance in miles
800. Tirce of trip

801, Time running- -hours
802, Time throttle open—hours
803, Average speed, running throttle open-M.P.H.
380. Boiler pressure, Ihs, per sq. in.. ,
384, H.P, Steam-chest pressure, sq. in,
385. L.P. steam-chest pressure, sq, in
394. Draft, front of diaphragm— in. water ,
395, Draft, hack of diaphragm-in. water...
373, Temperature feed-water-Degrees Fahr
368, Temperature air—Degrees Fahr
409. Degrees superheat in hranch pipe—Degrees F
410. Degrees superheat in receiver-Degrees Fahr,
411. Degrees superheat in exhaust-Degrees Fahr.,.
804, Coal and hov/ fired.,,,,
,
418. Goal, total as fired, Ihs
6E6. Dry coal per hour fired, Ihs
627. Dry coal firec per hour per sq. ft. grate
area
,
805, Water, total out of tender, Ihs
806, Water, total evaporated, Ihs... ,,
638, Water loss—Calorimeter, safety valves,
air-pumps, etc. per hour -Ihs
637, Water evaporated per pound fuel as fired.,,
645, Equivalent evaporation from and at 212° F,
per hour, Ihs
,
648. Equivalent evaporation from and at 212° F.
per hour per sq. ft, total heatir. surface
657. Equivalent evaporation from ant at 212 F.
per hour per pound coal as fir«d
660. Boiler H. P. (34.5 U of E)
666, Efficiency of hoiler vasecl on fuel-per cent
639. Dry steam to engines-lhs. ner hour. ,,,
722,
^ ^
723, ^' S» high-pressure cylinders
724,
yggi I. H, P,, Low-pressure cylinders
728, Total I, H. P,
,
734. Dry coal per I. E. P. hour !..!!!!!!
736, D^i'y steam per I, E, P, hour,
487
,
Average drawhar pull , Ihs !.'!.'.*.*!
743. Dynamometer or drawhar horse-pov/er
. , , ,
.
744. Dry coal per D. E. P. hour
745. Dry steam per D, E. P. hour
,
807, Coal as fired per 100 gross ton-miles^ 'ihs!
808, Qoal as fired per 100 ton-miles, Ihs
809, Water per IOC ton-ijiiles. Ids,
810, Coal as fired per car -mile, Ihs !!!!!
811, Water per car
-mile, Ihs
817. Dry coal per 100 gross ton-miles, ihs!!!i!!
818, Dry coal per 100 ton-miles, Ihs
820. Dry coal per car-mile, Ihs,

PART II.
APPEIDICS3.
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APPEUDICES.
APPENDIX HO. 1^
LOCATION OF APPARilTUS AND INSIHUI^NTS..
_______
~
The location of the points of application of all instruments
is, in general, the same for both laboratory and road-tests, hut
the location of the recording parts of the instrurients will he
somewhat different in road-tests than in laboratory tests,
Figure No. 1 shows the general plan of locating the points of
application of all of the more important instruments, with the ex-
ception of steam pressure gauges, speed indicators, stroke counters
the srpark catcher end the dynamometer apparatus.
Steam gauge connections should be made in such a way as to in-
sure representative readings of the pressures of the points to
which they are connected, £nd care must be taken that neither ve-
locity nor stfttic pressure heads shall unduly affect the gauge
readings.
Speed indicators and stroke counters may be attached to al-
|
most any of the revolving or reciprocating parts as found most con-
venient. The safety and convenience of the observers will, in
large measure, determine the exact locatinn of these instruments.
The spark-catcher should be attached at, or close to, the
stack, with a view to obtaining representative samples of stack-
refuse.^
(1) At the locomotive testing laboratory at the University of
j
Illinois, the spark catcher is of the centrifugal type, inclosed
in a large upright concrete cylinder. By means of a blower, all of
the stack refure is led to this spark-collector, ^In this way^ the
i
X.
4^
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The dynamometer connection should he made at the engine or
tender drawhar.
The points of application of the idstruraents should he located
with a view to making the readings of the instruments as represen-
tative, as possihle, of the ohservations which they are intended
to record. The calorimeter is usually attached at the steam dome
as shown in Figure Ho, 1. The details of a throttling calorimeter
made up of standard pipe fittings are shov/n in Figure Uo, 4 In
taking the draft in front of the diaphragm, it is advisahle that
the extremity of the draft tuhe he helow the tip of the exhaust
nozzle, to ohtain a representative reading at the U tube.
The recording parts of the instruments should he located with
a view to making them as conveniently read hy the observers as
possihle. In laboratory v/ork, this can generally he done vvith littlj^
difficulty. In road-tests, it is somewhat more difficult since all
recording parts for draft readings, indicator work, stack snd flue-
gas sampling and the like must usually he located in the pilot-hox.
For any test, it will he found most convenient to locate the calor-
imeter at the left side of the locomotive.
Figure Ho, E represents the front end of a consolidation loco-
motive in the testing plant of the University of Illinois, The
draft tubes at G and H are Joined v/ith the draft gauges at D and E
by flexible rubber connections. The gas sampling tube at F is con-
nected to an aspirator, not shovv-n, by the flexible connection of
copper tubing, shown in the photograph. The temperature of the
flue-gases was taken from the left side of the locomotive, the point
of application of the pyrometer being substantially opposite to
I
the point F. The plug switch-board, Z, mounted upon the valve
l^^hest was used in connection v/ith the indicators, which were of the
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FIGURE m. 2.
FROITT SITD OF LOCOMOTIVE GIT TESTING PLANT, SHOWIUG ARRANGE-
MEKT OF APPARATUS.
AA Indicator Cocks.
B Reducing Bar.
CGC-- Reducing Motion.
D u Tulje , draft in "back of diepliragm.
E U Tu"be; draft in front of diaphragm
.
F Gas Sampling Tap,
G Draft TuTdg Tap for D,
E Draft Tube Tap for E.
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continuous card type. All indicators were operated simultaneously
from another switch-board not shown "by the photograph,
AUALY3I3 OF ASH, STACK QBIDERS. AITD FROITT SITD SPARKS.
In the analysis of ash, stack cinder a, and front end sparks
the following main items are obtained:
Moisture,
Combustible matter,
^larthy matter,
B. t, u, or calorific valve.
A complete proximate anaylsis with B. t. u, determination may bi
made in place of the above. For ash and sparks it is often found
sufficiently accurate to calculate the calorific value from the a-
mount of combustible matter contained and the calorific value of
the coal burned.
The use of composite samples may be resorted to in the case of
I,
ash, stack cinders and front end cinders where one kind of fuel is
use5 during a number of tests and where test conditions are other-
wise not such as to make this method of sampling and analyzing in-
advisable. Composite samples are to be taken in the manner des-
cribed in Appendix ITo. 10. The degree of accuracy aimed at and
the purpose of the tests relative to such matters as heat distri-
bution will determine the number of separate anal/ses and heat de-
terminations which it will be advisable to have made.

5E
BRAKES.
Any suitaMe form of "brake may 'oe used for applying a resist-
ing force to the supporting wheels, hut the one almost universally
used for locomotive testing is of the Alden type. The Alden absorp-
tion brakes are mounted on the ends of each supporting shaft. This
type of brake, Figure IIo. ?5, was invented by Lir, G. I. Alden, LI.M.E.
The brake is keyed to the axle of the supporting wheel. The brake
housing is kept from turning by two tie-rods marked H, the lower
ends of vzhich are bolted to brackets on the bed-plate casting^ T.
The discs C are a part of the hub and are keye.' to the support-
ing axle. On each side of the revolving discs are copper diaphragms
D which are forced aginst the discs by the pressure of water in the
spaces W. Lubrication is arranged for between these surfaces pre-
ferably by a system of forced lubrication. The bearing surface-
between the hub and the housing is lubricatec by oil which leaks
past the packing rings G, shown in cross section, and the oil is then
caught, in d'rip cups.
Water under pressure circulates through the spaces W, the effed
being to press the copper plates, toward the revolving discs and
introduces the desired resistance to turning. The copper plates
and the discs are protected from wear by the oil, the resistance
being due to the viscosity of the lubricant under the imposed con-
ditions of pressure. The heat generated is carried away by the
watei. The water enters the brake at the bottom and passes out at
the top as shown in side view of brake, the pressure and the volume
being controlled by an inlet valve for each brake or pair of brakes.
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APPEIilDIX m. 4^
METHODS OF CALCULATION.
In most cases, the method used in determining the data to he
collected is either self evident, or has heen msfle so hy the. code,
as far as is possible. In order that the computation of some of
the more important items may he clearly understood, the methods
following have heen shomi, since they are deemed sufficiently im-
portant to require special mention.
It is assumed that the Lierks and Davis tahleb for saturated
and superheated steam will he used in all computations pertaining
to the properties of steam.
Persons not familiar with the computation of indicated horse-
power, from the indicator cards, will find such works as Carpenter':?
Experimental Engineering useful in this connection,
Vi/ith regard to Item 644, the ratio of the heat frorr. the hoiler
to the engines to the heat frorr; the fire to the hoiler, it may he
said that the use of this item will, in most cases, make no prac-
tical difference in the computation of results, since its differ-
j
ence from unity depends entirely upon the steam loss through the
pop-valves, the calorimeter, the air-pupps , etc
.
, and upon the heat
stored in the hoiler loth at the start and the end of the test.
These latter values are generally so small as to make Item 644
vary but a negligible arao'ant fr.--m unity, except in the case of
road tests in which the amount of steam to the air-pumps is often
considerable.
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CALCULATIONS.
Item 318,= Item 19,
35,000
Item 319.= Constant .0000019833 X ( Item 68.tltem 144*')xltem 77.
Item 320 . = Constant .0000019833 X ( Item 68 - Item ) X Item 77.
Item 321.= Constant .0000019833 X ( Item 69*-Item 145' ) X Item 78.
Item 322. = Constant .0000019833 X { Item 69^- Item 136 ) X Item 78.
Item 323,= Constant .0C0C019833 X ( Item
X
7C - Item 146* ) X Item 79.
Item 324. = Oonstsnt .OOC0019833 X ( Item 70'- Item 137 ) X Item 79.
Item 325.= Constant .0000019833 X ( Item
a.
71 - Item 147* ) X Item 80.
Item 326.= Constant .OC 0001 9833 X ( Item 71 — Iteml38* ) X Item 80.
Item 332. = Constant 229.17 x Item 319.
Item 333. = Constant 229.17 x Item 320.
Item 334. = Constent S29.17 x Item 321.
Item 335.= Constant 229.17 x Item 322.
Item 336. = Constant 229.17 x Item 323.
Item 337. = Constant 229.17 x Item 324.
Item 338. = Constant 229.17 x Item 325.
Item 339. = Constant 229.17 x Item 326.
Item 352.=i^^EL351
60 X Item 345
Item 353.:.It^!?L25^^_ItemJ^
88
Item 354. = Item 352 x 2 x Item 77 -4- Item 78 4- Item 79 4-Item 80
12 X 4
Item 407.^A- ^ + ^-^'^^^^-^^^-^
r
tg= temperature of steam in calorimeter in any case.
t^= temperature due to saturated steam at calorimeter, abso-
lute pressure.
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h=Heat of liquid due to absolute "boiler pressure.
r=latent heat of dr:- stesri due to the shsolute "boiler pre
sure
.
H= Total heat of dry steam due to a'bsolute pressure in
calorimeter
.
Item 41E. = X + (1 -2)^^=^,
E-h;
Z = quality of steam,
h,= heat of liquid due to feed-v/ater temperature,
H = total heat of dry steam due to a"bsolute "boiler pressure
Item 419.= Item 418 x 100 -Item 440
100
Item 420. = Item 418 x ^OO-fltem 459 4- Item 441)
100
Item 421.-- Item 418 x ^^^^
,
100
Item 425.^ Item 638
Item 636*
Item 458.= tbera_^43_^JX)0_
IOC -Item 440
Item 45Q. - Item 445 x 100
100
-(Item 459 +Item 441)
Item 481.= Item 476 - (\V,- W. ) - L
water in "boiler at end of test Ihs.
Wj=water in "Doiler at start of tewt l"bs,
L=water leakage l"bs.
Item 626. = il^HL-ill.
Item 345
Item 627.= Itera_626^
Item 252

Item 633.=
57
Item 481
Item 345*
Item 634.= Item 633 x Item 412.
Item 635.-^^^^"
Item 275
Item 636.= I^^m_634,
Item 626
Item 637.= I^^^L^
Item 416
Item 435
Item 640.= Saturated steam ^ ~ ^ >
.
H = total heat of steam in "boiler,
h=heEt of liquid due to the feed-water temperature as
olDserved "by t hermonieter (F)°.
Superheated steam HH- ^
^ 970.4
H=total heat of steam at "branch pipe (a'bsolute pressure),
C^=specific heat of superheated steam in the range of temper
atures ( t^ to t^ )
,
t,=temperature
,
degrees F. , of saturated steam at a'bsolute
"branch pipe pressure.
tj^= temperature of superheated steam as observec by thermomet
er in degrees F,
]i=heat of the liquid due to feea -water temperature as o"b-
served hy thermometers, degrees F,

Item 641;= ^ ^'^ ^ ^-^^"^ ^'»~
.
W.=water in the "boiler at start of test lbs.
h^=heat of ihe liquid due to average "boiler pressure.
r^=heat o* vaporization due to average boiler pressure,
h-=lieat of the liquid due to initial "boiler pressure.
W=water in "boiler st end of test lbs,
h_^=heat of the liquid due to final boiler pressure,
h=heat of the liquid due to the temperature of the feed-
water,
X^= quality of steam.
Item 642 = Item 639 x Item 412.
Item 645.^^^^^^- -176 -L) +Item 641^
Item 345
L= water leakage.
Item 644.-1^^^-^,
Item 643
Item 645.= Item 634 x Item 640,
Item 648.= ^^em 645
Item 275
Item 656,= l:^iH.^
Item 252
Item 657.^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^
Item 418*
Item 658, = 5^5^11^
.
Item 626
Item 659,:=^^^^^-
Item 420
Item 345
Item 645
Item 660,=
34.5

Item 666.
Item 667.
Item 668.
Item 697.
Item 698.
Item 699.
Item 700.:
Item 707.
Item 708.
Item 709.
Item 710.
Item 712.
Item 713.
Item 714.
Item 715.
Item 722.
Item 723.
Item 724.
Item 725.
Item 726
.
Item 727.
Item 728.
Item 734.
Item 658 x 970.4 z ICQ
Item 458
Item 275'
Item 252
Item 495 +Itern 86
Item 511 +Itera 87^
Item 496
-h Item 87'
Item 512
-h Item 88
Item 497 4- Item 88'
Item 513
-f Item 89
Item 498 H-Item 89*
Item 318 X Item 352 X Item 674.
Item 320 X Item 352 X Item 675.
Item 321 X Item 352 X Item 676.
Item 322 X Item Item 677.
I tern 323 X Item 352 X 1 uem A'y QD / D •
Item 324 X Item 352 X Item 680.
Item 325 X Item 352 X Item 681.
Item 326 X Item 352 X Item 682.
Item 707 H-Item 708.
Item 709 H-Item 710,
Item 712 + Item 713.
Item 714
-hitem 715.
Item 722
-h Item 724.
Item 723 +Item 725,
Item 726
-l-Item 727.
Item
Item
626
728 ^ Item 644.
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Item 735.= Item 734 x Item 458.
T + ^rr, rirxa — 1 1 61!! 642Item 7ob, — ZTTTTi
Item 728
Item 743.= Item 318 x Item 352 x Item 487.
Item 744.ZZ Item 626 ^ ^^^^ ^^^^
Item 743
Item 745.= Item 642
Item 743
Item 746.= Item 744 x Item 458,
Item 752.= ^^^"- x Item 644.
M= million foot-pounds per hour developed at the drawlDar,
J. _
Item 487 x Item 19 x Iteri 351
Item 345 x 1,000,OOQ
Item 753. r= Item 642^
Item 754. =r Item 752 x Item 458.
1
Item 275
X
Item 644
Item 728 1
Item 252
•X
Item 644*
Item 743 1
Item 275
-X
Item
«
644
Item 743 1
Item 252
-X
Item 644*
33,000 ^ Item 728
•
Item 19 Item 352
Item 770, = Item 728 -Item 743.
Item 771.= Item 770
Item 352 (Item 319 +Item 320 -hitem 321-|-Item 322)
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Item 7^^^ ^ 55.0C0
Iten 352 x Item 19*
Item 778.= i^^^-Zi^x 100.
Item 728
Item 779;= Congtant 2546.56 ^
Item 746
Item 785.= ^^^^ x Item 644.
Llaxiijium inclic£te5 horse-pov/er
Item 786.=^ ^^^^^
^
z Item 644.
Ma>-imum mdicatea horse -poT/er
APPKin)IX 1^0. 5^
CALIBRATION OF APPARATUS AID IITSTHUiilEIjrTS .
BOILER GAUGE GLASS.
There are two genral methods or calihrating the "boiler, in-
cluding the gauge glass: the first, and most reliahle method, is
accomplished hy admitting or drawing off weighed amounts of water
from the "boiler, end the second, "by calculation from the drawings
of the locomotive.
It will usually he found most convenient to call"brate the
"boiler and the gauge glass ty drawing off the water from the toiler,
beginning with the boiler entirely full, and drawing off water in
amounts of four or five hundred pound's, or in other convenient a-
mounts, at a time ,until the "boiler is empty. In this way, the amounj
of water present in the entire hoiler, in^the steam space, in the
water space and tie calihration of t?he gauge glass can ce determin-
ed.
Suita"ble allowances or corrections should he m.ade to compen-
sate for temperature differences of the hoiler and the water at the
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time of making the calibration and under test conGitions,
GAUGES.
The steam pressure gauges should he calibrated, and the curve
of error of each, plotted. This calibration can be accomplished
through the use of a standard weight gauge testing apparatus, such
as the Thompson, the Crosby or the Ellison apparatus. Full descrip-
tions with the instructions for the use of these instruments can
be found in the trade catalogues of the various dealers in steam
engineering appliances.
IEDICAT0R3.
Indicators and indicator springs should be calibrated by com-
parison with accurately determined pressures, the indicator and
spring undergoing calibration being exposed to conditions as nearly
identical to those to which it will be subjected when testing, as
practicable. Steam engineering text books, trade catalogues, etc.
give descriptions of apparatus and methods for this kind of work.
As a makeshift, indicators and indicator springs can be calibrated
by using the dead weight testing apparatus as a standard of compar-
ison. At several pressures lines are to be drawn on the card, and
the ordinates of these lines with reference to the atmospheric line
are to be accurately measured with a scale or other-wise. From
this data it will be possible to determine the pressure required to
move the pencil one inch vertically upon the card,
PYROi.iSTBRS.
In order to obtain a satisfactory calibration of pyrometers
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it is necessary that such v;ork "be done "by a competent plbysicist or
other experienced person provided with the proper apparatus, such
as an electric fumace, standard pyrometers, etc.
The cali"bration may he performed as follows: place ':he pyro-
meter in an oil hath, a current of steam or similar medium, the
temperature of which is under control, v/ith an accurately calihrat-
ed mercurial thermometer. Compare their readings at low ranges of
temperature. Their accuracy at higher temperatures may he judged
hy plotting these results on a chart, finding the curve of error
and extending this curve to the higher ranges of temperature desired
THSHMOilETERS
.
All thermometers should he calihrated over the range for which
they are to be employed. These calihrations can he made hy compar-
ing them within their respective ranges of temperature v/ith a stan-
dard thermometer or ene of known calihration, hy placing them in
steam currents or in oil or steam haths, the temperatures of which
are under control. Their curves of error should he plotted against
the readings of the standard thermometer. The thermometers should
he numhered in accordance with their respective curves of error,
APPSIilDIX I?0, 6^
A steam calorimeter is to he connected to the steam dome or
other suitahle place to measure .the "quality" of steam at that poini
in the hoiler steam space; i.e,,to determine the amount of moisture.'
{%) present in the steam as moisture.

A satisfaotory throttling calorimeter for this work can "be
made up of standard pipe fittings. The steam from the hoiler is
delivered to the calorimeter through a sampling nipple connected
to the side of the steam dome, as shown in Figure 4.
DETSHMIITAglOII OF CiaLVRAIIQE.
The clearance volume for each end of each cylinder should he
determined immediately after tight piston fits have "been secured.
Several such determinations are usually desirahlejto serve asa check
against each other.
The clearance volume can, in general, he determined hy the dis-
placement method, which consists of filling the clearance space 7/ith
water, oil, or some other liquid, and, determining the volume of
the liquid so used. In some cases, it is found most expedient to
determine the greater portion of the clearance space hy the displace-
ment method, and, to calculate the remainder of the clearance space
from the drawings or other measurements. In the case of piston
valves, or v.hen the cylinder and valve construction is such as to
make It particularly difficult to fill the whole space with liquid,
such a method mey he found advisahle.
In all cases, it is essential that any leakage, occuring while
the clearance space is being filled or emptied with the measuring
liquid, should he measured, and taken account of tn the calculations.
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APPSIIDIZ m, 8
.
COAL SIZES.
Sizes of tituminous coal only are considered here, as such coal
constitutes a large proportion of the fuel consumed "oy locomotives.
Bituminous coals in the Eastern States may "be graded and sized
as follows:
Eun of mine coal; the unscreened coal taken from the mine.
[
Lump coal; that v*^hich passes over a "bar-icreen with openings
j
-1 1/4-in. wide.
j
Hut coal; that v;hich passes through a har-screen with 1 1/4-
in. openings and over one with 3/4-in, openings.
Slack coal; that which passes through a har-screen with 3/4-
in, openings.
Bituminous coals in the Western States may he graded and sized as
follows:
Eun of mine coal; the unscreened coal taken from the mine.
Lump coal; divided into 6-in., 3-in, and 1 1/4-in. lump, accord
ing to the diameter of the circular openings over v?hich the respect-
ive grades pass; also 6 by 3 lump and 3 by 1 1/4 lump, according as
the coal passes through a circular opening having the diameter of
the larger figure and over that of the smaller diameter.
Uut coal; divided into 3-in, steam nut, which passes through
an Opening 3-in. diameter and over 1 1/4-in; 1 l/4-in. nut, which
passes through a 1 l/4-in. diameter opening and over a 3/4-in dia-
meter; 3/4-in. nut,, passes through a 3/4-in. diameter opening
and over a 5/8-in. diameter opening.
Screenings; that which passes tlirough a i l/4-in. diameter
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opening.
V/ashed sizes; those passing through or over the circular open-
ings of the follov/ing diameters, in inches:
UumlDer Through Over
1 3 1 3/4
2 1 3/4 1 1/8
3 1 1/8 3/4
4 3/4 1/4
5 1/4
APPEUPIX m, 9^
The conditions and limitations ?7hich control the selection of
the type of dynamometer to he constructed for the testing plants
are, in part, as follows: In order that the locomotive shall he
held in position upon the top of the supporting wheels it is neces-
sary that the movement permitted hy the dynamometer he restricted
to the smallest amount practicahle, and the weighing apparatus
capahle of weighing either a pull or a, push; the apparatus shall
he at nearly frictionless as possihle; the draw-har heighth adjust-
able, and finally it is desirahle that the machine he arranged so
that the draw-har pull may he shown graphically on paper as a con-
tinous permanent record.
Any dynamometer that fulfills these requirements may he select-
ed. The dynamometer Imovm as the Emery tjrpe, has proven to he satis
factory. A description of an example of this type may he ohtained
hy referring to "Locomotive Tests And Sxhihits" of the Pennsylvania
R. H. conducted at St, Louis, pages 42-54.
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APPEI^DIX m, 10.
ANALYSIS OF FUEL,
Complete directions as to the methods to "be employed in making
fuel ana]Lysis and descriptions of the apparatus to be used v.ill
"be found in Vol. 5, Uo. 6, June, 1913 of the Journal of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry. In general chemical analysis of fuel,
cinders, and ash including their calorific determinations should
only he made hy chemists or others experienced in this field of
work and in laboratories equipped with suitable apparatus. Satis-
factory analyses of this kind can rarely "be made by inexperienced
persons or with incomplete equipment, l/Vhere facilities of this
kind of v;ork are not otherwise available, it is advisable to have
such analyses made in the laboratory of some commercial or other
chemist of recognized standing.
In the case of a number of tests v.'ith one kind cf fuel, analysi
may be made of composite samples, instead of separate analyses, for
individual tests. Composite samples may be made by taking propor-
tional parts from samples collected from individual tests and com-
bining such parts to form the composite sample. In general coal
or other fuel should be so sampled that one analysis uill represent
a carload or some similar quantity. When one fuel analysis repre-
sents more than one test, determinations for accidental moisture
should be made from samples collected for each test.
The following are the methods to be employed as abstracted from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers proceedings for 191E,
and in the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry for
June, 1915.
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There v;ill, in generel, "be two analyses to "be made; that of
coal or solid fuel, and that of liquid fuel. The analysis of the
former will he divided into proximate analysis and ultimate analysis,;
The proximate analysis, ultimate analysis and liquid fuel ana-
lysis should he made in accordance with the directions as follows:
PROXII^TE AIJALYSIS OF COAL.
The apparatus required for proximate analysis consists of a
mill for grinding coal, chemical scales sensitive to 1/1000 of the
amount weighed, drying apparatus, a platinum crucihle, a Bunsen
hurner and blast lamp, a supply of oxygen gas, and such chemicals
and chemical apparatus as may he required. The elements to he deter-
mined are moisture, volatile matter, fixed carton, ash, and sulphur.
To obtain the moisture, use a pair of shallow weighing capsules
v/ith ground caps or other well fitting covers. Heat these under
the conditions at which the coal is to he dried, stopper or cover
over concentrated sulfuric acid for 30 minutes and weigh.
Dip out with a spoon or spatula from the container two portions
of coal of ahout 1 gram weight each, put these quickly into the dry-
ing vessels, close, end weigh at onee.
Quickly place the vessels open in a preheated oven (at 104-110°?)
through which passes a current of air dried hy concentrated sulfur-
ic acid. Close the oven at once and heat for one hour. Then open
the oven, cover the capsules quickly and place in a desiccator over
concentrated sulfuric acid. V/hen cool, weigh. The difference in
the two weights is the moisture.
To determine volatile matter it is recommended that a 10-gram
platinum crucible be used having a capsule covey, that is, one which
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fits inside of the cruciMe r.nd not on top. The crucible v/ith one
gram of coal is place a in a muffle maintained at approximately
950°C for 7 miiiutes. With a muffle of the horizontal type, the
crucihle should not rest on the floor of the muffle, hut should he
supported on a platinum or nichrome triangle hent Into a tripod form.
After the more rapid discharge of the volatile matter, well shown
hy the disappearance of the luminous flame, the cover should he
tapped lightly to more iperfectly seal the cover and thus guard a-
gainst the admission of air. The difference in weight of this and
the previous weighing represents the Ifolatile matter.
To ascertain the ash, expose the residue in the crucihle to the
hlast lamp until it is completely burned, using a stream of oxygen
if desired to hasten the process. The residue left is the ash.
The difference between the residue left after the expulsion
of the volatile matter and the ash is the fixed carbon.
To determine thestilphir by Eschka's method, which is the one
commonly used, heat 1 gram of coal mixed with 1 gram of magnesium
oxide and 1/E gram of sodium carbonate for 1 hour, using an alcohol
lamp. After cooling, mix rith 1 gram of ammonium nitrate and heat
the mixture ten minutes i then dissolve in 200 cc. of water, heat
and reduce by evaporation to 150 cc, acidify with hydrochloric acid,
and filter. Add barium chloride to the filtrate and determine the
sulphur by calculation from the quantity and composition of the
barium sulphate thereby precipitated.
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS OF COAL.
Ihe apparatus required for ultimate analysis consists of a mill
and other apparatus for grinding snd pulverizing the coal; chemical
- ^ ^
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scales sensitive to l/lOOC of the amount weighed; drying apparatus;
comhustion apparatus, emhracing a com'bustion furnace, a glass com-
hustion tuhe, one end of v/hich is filled with copper oxide and'ohro-
mate of lead and the other end with a roll of oxidized copper
gauze, a porcelain "boat, a set of bulhs containing hydrate of
potassium, a U-tuhe filled with chloride of calcium, and a supply
of pure oxygen 'i-nd pure air; together with suitahle chemicals and
chemical apparatus required for the various processes. The elements
to "be determined are moisture, carhon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur,
nitrogen, and ash.
The moisture is determined in the manner pointed out under Prox-
imate Analysis.
The carhon and hydrogen are obtained hy the use of the combus-
tion apparatus. One-half gram of trie pulverized air-dried coal is
placed in the porcelain boat, which is introduced betv/een the cop-
per roll and the copper oxide within the combustion tube. After
the coal and the entire contents within have been thoroughly dried
out by a sufficient preliminary heating, aided by a current of dry
air, the furnace is set to v/ork and the coal burned by first pass-
ing air through "^^^e tube end finally oxygen, conducting the products
of combustion through the potash bulbs and the chloride of calcium
tube. The carbon dioxide produced by the combustion of the carbon
is absorbed by the potash, end the water formed by the combustion
of hydrogen, together with that due to the moisture in the air-
dried coal, is taken up by the chloride of calcium. The quantity
of carbon is determinec" by weighing the bulbs before end after,
thereby obtaining the weight of the carbon dioxide produced, and
then calculating the weight of carbon frorri the Icnown composition of
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the aioxide. Likewise, the quantity of hydrogen is detemined hy
weighing the CElcium tuhe "before and after, which, after deducting
the moisture in the air-driea coal, gives the amount of water pro-
duced, find, dividing "by 9, the amount of hydrogen.
Sulphur is found hy the method described ahove under the head-
ing Proximate Analysis,
To determine nitrogen, a certain weight of coal is mixed with
strong sulphuric acid and perm.anganate of potash and heated until
nearly colorless. This process converts the nitrogen into ammonia
and then into sulphate of ammonia, and the amount of sulphate is
determines by making the solution alkaline and then distilling it.
The nitrogen is found by calculation from the known composition of
ammonia.
The ash is found by weighing the refuse left in the combustion
boat after the coal is completely burned.
The -oxygen is the difference between the sum of the elements
previously determined and the original weight of coal.
The ultimate analysis of coal, as will be seen from the above
description, requires the use of 30 much chemical apparatus, end at
best it is so complicated, tliat is not likely to be done except in
a fully equipped chemical laboratory. It should not be undertaken
by one who is not entirely familiar with all the details of the
v/ork.
The B, t, u. or calorific value should be determined by use
of the Mahler Bomb or some other accurate form of calorimeter.
AlIALYSIS OF LIQUID FUELS.
The determination of carbon and hydrogen in liquid fuels is
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made in the same manner as that concerning the solid fuels ahove
described, using special means for preventing loss in the various
processes on accotbit of the volatile characteristics of the fuel.
To determine the sulphur, the oil or other liquid is hested
v/ith nitric acid end barium, chloride. The quantity of sulphate of
"barium thus produced is ascerteinecl "by filtering and weighing, end
the sulphur calculated from the knovvn composition of the compound.
The ultimate analysis of liquid fuel, like that of coal should
hy undertslien only "by & person fam.iliar with all the necessary de-
tails.
See report of Committee of Americ-an Chemical Society on Coal
Sampling and Analysis,
APgMDIX U0> 11.
SAI^IPLIIG AliiD AUAIiYSIS OF FLUa GAS.
For lahora'. ory tests gas samples are to he drawn froi'n the smolce
hox "by some suitable form of aspirator or hy displacement method ,8nd
collected over mercury or other suita'ble liquid. In general the
analysis should he made immedij:tely after collecting the sample.
For road tests the gas samples m.ust he collected in some port-
able glass or metal container which can later he sent to the chem^-
ical laboratory for analysis.
The most common method of determining the relative percentage
of the Different constituents of flue gas, is by mieans of the Orsat
or Hempel apparatus, A description of the Orsat apparatus as con-
tained in the American Society of iaeclianical Engineer's Code is as
follows:
The Orsat apparatus is a portable instrument containec in a
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wooden case with remova'ble sliding doors front and "baok, as shown
in Its simplest rorm In Figure Uo. 5, It consists essentially of
a measuring tu"be or "burette, three atsorhing "bottles or pipettes,
and a leveling "bottle, together with the connecting tuhes and appa-
ratus. The "bottle and measuring tu"be contain pure water; the first
pipette, sodium hydroxide disolved in three times its weight of
water; the second, pyrogallic acid dissolved in sodium hydrate in
the proportion of 5 grams of the acid to ICO cc. of the hydrate; and
the third, cuprous chloride. These chemicals are sold by most of
the large dealers.
The manipulation of the instrument, which can "be carried on
after suita'ble practice "by any person familiar with testing work,
is as follows:
After completely drawing out the air contained in the supply
pipe, a sample of the gas Is drawn into the measuring tube by open-
ing the necessary connections and allowing the water to empty It-
self from the tube and flow Into the bottle. The quantity of gas
drawn m Is adjusted to 100 cc. By opening one by one the connec-
tions to the pipettes, and raising and lowering the water bottle
the sample is alternately admitted to and withdrawn from the pipet-
tes, and the Ingredients one by one absorbed.
The first pipette absorbs carbon dioxide (COg); the second,
oxygen (O); and the third, carbonic oxide (CO). The quantity absorb-
ed in each case is determined by finally returning the sample to the
measuring burette and reading the volume. The percentage of COg is
read directly, being the first absorption. That of the other two
ingredients are the respective differences between the readings
taken after successive absorptions.
Various modifications of this apparatus have been developed

FIGURE 5. ORSAT APPARATUS.
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v/hich enalile analyses to iDe made v<'ith greater rapidity than V7ith
the form illustrated in Figure llo. 5.
A more accurate analysis may "be oTotained ty use of the Eempel
Apparatus, A description of this method may te ohtained "by referr-
ing to the American Society of Llechanicsl Engineers' Report of
Power Test Committee Codes cf 1912, pages 1841--1843.
APPEiq)n: m, 12.
PRESSUIiE AIID DRiiFT GAUGES.
For a laboratory test, two steam pressure gauges are, in gener-
al, to he used: one is necessary. There is to he one gauge in the
cah, and another mounted upon a suitahle geiige hoard and readily
access ihie xo the ohservers. Both gauges should he suhstantially
correct and calihrated over the v/orkirig range of boiler pressures.
For a road-test, hut one gauge is, in general, to he used, and
is always in the cah.
Any standard steam pressure gauges are suitahle for this v/ork.
Draft should he measured in the following places: in the ash-
pan, in the fire-hox and in the frort end hoth in front of the dia-
phragm and hack of the diaphragm.
The draft gauges for the ash-pan should preferably be or the
differential or some sim.ilar type in case very accurate readings
are desired, and should he graduated to read a maximum of at least
one inch of water, or its equivelent. If very accurate readings
of the draft in the fire-hox he desired, and if the maximum draft
at t?iat point does not exceed four or five inches of water, a dif-
ferential draft gauge will be found practicahle and satisfactory
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for this work. If greater drafts are encountered in the lire-tox,
or if less accurate readings cf ash-pan and fire-hox drafts will
suffice, the use of U tubes will, in general, he found most exped-
ient for this Y.'ork, In general, T;he draft gauges for the front end
readings should he of the U tuhe type, marked to read rrom to 18
inches of water.
The pressures are, in general, led to each draft gauge through
flexible connections (about 1/4 inch diameter), which are connected
to steel tubing of about the same diam.eter. The open extremity of
a draft tube should be as near as possible to the center of the
space in which it is dei-'irec to determine the draft.
In setting up differential draft gauges it is necessary that
they be carefully leveled, and in the case of U tubes, that they are
vertical, U tubes with water require no calibration, except that
it is desirable to check their markings by measurement. In the case
of differential gauges, the level of the liquid must be at ^ he zero
marking when there is no pressure, and this is desirable in the case
of U tubes to facilitate the making of observations.
U tubes are, in general, recommendeo for draft readir.gs, since
they require the least care in adjustment and are sufficiently ac-
curate for most work, with the possible exception of ash-pan and
fire-box readings as stated above,
APPErDIZ m. 15.
im)IGATOHS.
The use of indicators for locomotive testing, should be consider
ed under tv/o heads: Laboratory Tests and Eoad Tests,
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FOR LABORATORY TESTS.
Two indicators per cylinder should, in general, be used for
the work. That the diagrams may "be of the greatest value and to
facilitate the v/ork, the indicators should he so arranged that all
diagrams for a given ohservat ion,may "be taken as nearly Simultaneous-
ly as possible. Indicators of the continuous card type permit of
investigations otherwise impossible or difficult.
The indicators can be most conveniently secured to the side
of the cylinders in a line parallel to the motion of the crosshead.
The steam connections should be made preferably from the sides of
the cylinders, as near to the heads as possible. The piping from
the cylinders to the indicator cocks should preferably be 3/4 inch
pipe, or its equivalent in internal diameter, and should be as short
as possible, and thoroughly insulated to prevent radiation. The
cocks should be provided with clamps rigidly secured to the cylin-
der in order to overcome the tendency of the indicators to move
longitudinally with reference to the driving rig. One of the cocks
on each cylinder should be of the three-way type, and through it a
connection between the steam chest and one indicator should be
effected so that steam chests cards can be taken as required.
The reducing motion can be of any form that will transmit
the reduced motion of the piston accurately. Pantograph and pendu-
lum motions are most generally used. For laboratory tests, the
latter will be foomd satisfactory. One reducing motion will, in
general, serve the indicators on one side of a locomotive. A rigid
connection from the motion should be brought as close to the indi-
cators as $s permissible, in order that the card from this connectio i
to the Indicator may be as short as possible.
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Indicators, Indicator piping, and redncing tars should all "be
so supported as to prevent undue vibration and to eliminate inac-
curacies from the diagrams as far as possible.
FOR ROAD TESTS.
In general, the same directions apply m road-tests as in lat-
eratory tests regarding Indicator practice v/ith the exception of the
position of the indicators.
In order to insure clearance, the indicators must, in general,
"be mounted ahove the steam chests or valve chambers. Due to limit-
ations of working space, it will usually be possible to use but one
indicator per cylinder, and such practice will usually be found
satisfactory,.* It is desirable, however, that two indicators per
cylinder bgr used if there is sufficient room to install and manip-
ulate them satisfactorily, and that the indicators be of the con-
tinuous card type, although such practice is by no means common in
road-tests,
Figure ^o. 6 represents a form of pantograph motion which will,
in general, be found satisfactory for road-tests, with such changes
in dimensions as are necessary for its installation upon any par-
ticular locomotive.
APFEroix m. 14.
IIDIVIDUAX OSTRUCTIon SHEETS.
Individual instruction sheets should be drawn up for each ob-
server, giving information desired for testing and manipulating
Instruments subjected to his care, and rules regarding the collect-
ing of the desired data Tor the log sheet. These instructions I
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should be fastened to the observers' log board so that they may be
readily referred to in case of doubt,
APP3in)ix m. 15.
LSAKAGE TESTS.
The piston and valve fits and the dry-pipe and its connections
should be tested for leakage. Persons familiar vTith locomotive
operation and practice will be able to perform this work in any par-
ticular case by blocking the crossheads, removing the cylinder and
valve heads, blocking the steam ports, or by adopting such other
methods as will permit them to apply steam, air or water pressure
to the part or parts being tested for leakage end them observing or
measuring such leakage.
After it has been satisfactorily determined that all leakage
has been reduced to a minimum, the locomotive may be tested, as a
whole, for leakage by the "time" method, as follows:
The crossheads are blocked, and the throttle is opened until all
parts of the steam system become thoroughly heated. The throttle
is then closed, and, by means of pressure gauges on the indicator
cocks, the length of time required for the pressure to disappear is
noted. In this way the leakage of the steam system as a whole may
be comparatively determined.
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APPENDIX HO. 16.
LOG SEEETS.
A representative collection of log sheets for use on a lalDor-
atory test are shown on pages (BE) to (85). On page (92) will
"be found a convenient form of log sheet for recording smoke o"b-
servations.
(A)
LOCOMOTIVE TESTIHG PLAITT
Test IJo. Sheet Uo,
R. P. H. Date
Rev, Lev.
^
0"bserver
Throttle FEED WATER LOG
Time
V/ater weighed Et. of
water
in feed
tank
Feed
tank
cor-
rec-
tion
7/t. water
delivered
to "boiler
Temp-
of
feed
water
Temp, of
Feed Water
Lower
Tank
Tank A Tank B Total

Test Uo,
R. P. M.
Rev, lev.
!Dhrottle
(B)
lOCOMOTI'VE TESTI]IG
PLMTT
FUEL LOG
Sheet ISO,
Date
83
Observer
Kind of Fuel
Wt. Wagon A
Wt, Wagon B
Fuel wel ghed_ out
Time
Dumped Fired
Gross
wt . fuel
& wagon
Net wt
of
fuel
Total
Fuel
Time
weighed beck
Gross
wt
.
Net
wt
,
Test No,
E. P. M.
Rev. Lev,
Throttle
(C)
LOCOMOTIVE TESTING
PLANT
CAB LOG Observer
Injector
Sheet No.
Date
Total
fuel
fired
Time Boiler
Press
Water
level
boiler
Injector in action
From To Time
Injector in action
From To Tine
Pop Valve
From To
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Test Ho.
R. P. M.
Rev. Lev.
Throttle
I0C0LI0TI72 TESTIHG PLAITT Sheet ISO,
Date
DYNAMOMETER LOG Observer
Temperature
Time Drawhar Pull
Wet Bulh
#
Dry Bulh
#
Calorimeter
#
Test lo.
R. P. M.
Rev, Lev.
Throttle
(e)
locomotive testiitg plmt
Sheet Uo*
Date
GAS AIIALYi3IS Observer
Time of col-
lecting sample
From To
Carhon
Dioxide
COo
Oxygen
Oo CO2+O2+CC
CarDon
Monoxide
CO
nitrogen
4
Test lo,
R. P. M.
Rev, Lev.
Throttle
LOCOMOTIVE TSSTIHG
PLAUT
GEHERAL LOG
85
Sheet Ho.
Date
Observer
Barom. Press.
Time In Smokel)o:':
Front
of
Back
of
BlaugrrPiGT)?''.
In
fireash
in Fire Smokf
"box box
Lab-
ora-
tory
Calor
ime-
ter R.P.M H *P *.
Rev.
^ount
er
Read
Avg.
:.P.I.I
Test ITo.
R.P.M.
Rev, Lev.
LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT
MISCELL/JJEOUS LOG
Sheet lo.
Late
Observer

8'6
APPE3SIDIX m, 17.
LOOOMOTIVE TESTIIilG PMITT.
The lalDor&tory test descri]Ded in the code oonnot readily be
made unless a testing plant is available where this work may "be
carried on. Such a plant is comparatively expensive to install
and there are not very msny existing at the present time,
A locomotive testing laboratory should be arranged so that the
driving wheels of the engine can be mounted on revolving supporting
wheels, such that a load may be applied to the engine by some form
of brakes. A dynamometer should be connected to the drawbar of the
engine so as to measure the amount of pull at drawbar. In addition
there should be measuring tanks, spark catcher, and such other
equipment as will be necessary to satisfactorily conduct the tests.
APPENDIX m, 16.
PYBOIJETERS.
Two pyrometers are necessary for the ordinary laboratory or
road test: one to register the temperature inside the smoke-box,
and one, that inside the fire-box.
In most cases, a pyrometer or mercurial therr.iometer having a
range of about 200° to 900° F will serve to register all smoke-box
temperatures. In some cases, a pyrometer having a maximum reading
as high as 1200° F will be necesssry. Mercurial thermometers re-
cording temperatures below 900° to 1000° F are comparatively inex-
pensive and easy to maintain, and are usually found satisfactory
for this work.
Generally, the pyrometer for measuring the fire-box temperatui-e
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will need only to have c maximum reeding of 2000° F, However, the
maximum temperature in the fire-box may range upwards of 2000° P
to as high as 2700° F,
Pyrometers of the electro
-thermal couple tjrpe or of the resistanjtje
type will he found satisfactory for high temperature measurements.
In case very high temperatures are encountered, a pyrometer of the
optical type may be found desirable. High temperature, measurements
should be made under the supervision of a man experienced in such
work. In general, pjrrometers with an upper range of 2000° F to
2200° F are much easier to calibrate and maintain than those v/ith
higher ranges.
Wanner 's Optical Pyrometer, Uehling*s Pneumatic Pyrometer,
Bristol's Thermo-Electric Couple Pyrometer and Ferry's Radiation
Pyrometer are among those referred to. Full descriptions and di-
rections can be found in the trade catalogues of the various deal-
ers in chemical and physical testing apparatus.
For special purposes additional pyrometers may be required,
APPE3SIDIX m, 19.
ROAD TEST MSASUREI^IEUTS .
FUEL lilEASURSMtllTTS,
A satisfactory method of determining the amoiint of coal burned
during a locomotive road test is outlined as follows :-
Previous to the run, there is weighed out into sacks holding
100 lbs. each anough coal to easily make the run. Platform scales
will be found convenient for this work. This weighed coal is fired
during the run, and must be stored separately in the tender from
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any unweighed ooal. With regard to the firing of the coal see
"Maintainance of Rimning Conditions" under "Stopping, Starting end
Running" of "Road Tests",
Since the numher of 100 Ihe. sacks of coal in the tender be-
fore the run started is known, the amount of weighed coal left in
the tender at the end of the run suhtraoteci from the original amount
gives directly the amount of cool fired during the test.
WATER lilEASURELiSIITS
.
There are two general methods of measuring the steam consump-
tion of a locomotive during a road test: one "by the measurement of
water in the tender tank, and the other, hy water meters at the
suction pipe of the injectors. The foimer method is to he accepted
I
as the most reliable ,and it is from the observations of the water
in the tender tenk that the final determination of the water con-
sumed "by the locomotive it to he made. The meter readings are, in
general, used as a check on the tender tank readings, in order to
reduce the possibility of making large errors to a minimum.
There are two general methods of determining the amount of
water in the tender tank at any time: by the use of a float and
a graduated scale, or by the use of gauge glasses with attached
graduated scales
.
If a float is used, it should be secured in such a way that it
operates approximately through the center of gravity of the water
in the tank. A metallic float, properly guided and carrying a suit-
able pointer scale, v;ill be found satisfactory. The scale and cor-
responding parts of the float should be of such dimensions that
I
maximum and minimum observations can be taken without undue diffi-
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oulty. The rod should preferably be graduated in inches and tenths
of sn inch.
If gauge glasses are used, two glasses should, be installed at
opposite corners of the tank. They must be long enough to take max-
readings
Imum and miniraum, and must be tapped Into the tank at zhe top and
at bottom. The connectione may be of rubber hose. The glasses
shotLld De thick, and should be Inclosed by wood, leaving just enough
of an opening to make them easily readable. The markings should
I
be made directly upon the glasses, and should preferably be in inehei
and tenths of an Inch.
The calibration of the tender tank can readily be accomplished
for either of the above forms of apparatus by two methods: first
by filling the tender tank from a small tank on platform scales;
second, by determining various amounts of weter in the tank by put-
ting the tender on track scales. From the data thus obtained, a
calibration curve for the tender tenk can be plotted: the readings
I
of the markings on the rod or the glasses as abscissae, and the
weight or water in tne tender tank against the former as ordinates.
When gaijge glasses are used, it is necessary that the tender
be level while the calibration is taking place. While readings are
being taken on the road. Doth glasses should be read simultaneously
to serve as a single reading. The average of these t^'o reacings
will serve as the value iTom which to determine tjae amount of water
in the tender tank.
It is usually desirable to use water meters to check the tank
readings. They may be any standard form of water meter which it Is
possible to calibrate with some degree of certainty. The meters are
to be attached to the suction pipes, in such a way as- to make them

jmost easily readable while running,
I
A receptacle must he placed under each injector to catch the
overflow. The amount of water collected in this v/ay can he thrown
hack into the tender tank, or due correction, made for it hy weighing!.
APPEEDLK HO. 20.
DETSRL/UMTIOB OF Tm CEilRACTEE OF TI-IE SMOKE.
The most coirmion method of determining the character of smoke is
hy use of the Eingelmann Chart. Figure ITo. 7 is a photographic re-
'
production of the Ringelmann Smoke Chart as used by the Technologic
Geologioal
Branch of the United States^ Survey. To use this ch^.rt, four cards
are ruled similar to those shown, though with the widths of lines
i
and spaces as given helow, and placed in a horizontal row ahout 5o
ft. from the ohserver, and in line hetween him and the chimney, to-
gether with two other cards, one of which is white and the other sol-
id hlack. The observer glances rapidly from the chimney to the cards
and judges which one corresponds with the color and density of the
I
smoke. He makes these observations every minute, or oftener if de-
I
sired, recording the number of the card representing the character
of the smoke at the instant of observation. The results are then
plotted on a chart, and the variations shown graphically.
The lines in cards 1 to 4 are respectively 1, 2.3, 3.7, and 5.6
mm. thick, and the spaces 9, 7.7, 6,3, end 4,5 mm.
On page (92) is shown a modification of the Ringelmann Chart
which has been employed at the University of Illinois both in con-
nection with stationary and locomotive boiler trials.
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other methods of inalcing smoke determination may sometines "be
employed to advantage, hut are often unsatisfactory l)eoause of ex-
pense or en account of requiring delicate or intricate apparatus.
APPSJgpix isro> 21.
SPEED I11DICAT0RS AHD oTI'iQgE COU]^T£RS.
A speed indicator is, in general, necessary: In a laooratory
test, It is used hy the man controlling the hrakes to assist m
keeping the locomotive at the predetermined speed; in a road test,
an Instrument of the recording type gives a record of the speed of
the strain at all times. When a dynamometer-car is used, the speed \
indicator In the cah Is not nedessary, hut is often desirable.
Speed indicators of the generating electrical type are recommended
for this work.
Some form of reliable stroke counter must he used to register
the numher of revolutions made by the drivers. It may "be attached
to the orosshead or other suitable part.
In the case of a road-test, a stroke counter must he provided '
to register the numher of strokes made hy each air-pump throughout
the run,
APPBUDIZ HO, 22.
STEAL! LOSS MEASURSI.^NTS
.
In general, the amount of steam used hy the air-pumps, the pop-
valves, the calorimeter or other auxiliary apparatus can he most
satisfactorily determined hy test with condensing and weighing ap-
paratus. For comparatively small apparatus, such tests may he made
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"by conducting the exhausted steam to a tank condenser on scales
and liveighing the exhausted steam In this way.
In case adequate condensing apparatus Is not availahle, the
steam loss determinations may he made as Tollows:
Air Pumps.
Reports of tests shov/ing the steam consumption of air-pumps are
generally available either from manufacturers or from other sources,
and can he used in estimating the amount of steam used by the air-
pumps.
Pop Valves.
Fire the locomotive to such an extent (by using wood or forced
draft or both) that the steam pressure will be maintained for a
considerable length of time while the valve is poping off. Determine
the amount of steam passed by the pop-valves ,from the amount of
water fed to the boiler and the change of the water level in the
boiler. If such a test is carefully carried out and checked, satis-
factory results can, in general, be obtained.
Calorimeter.
If the area of the steam orifice of the calorimeter is known,
the steam lost at that point can, in general, be satisfactorily
determined from Eapier's Formula :-
P X AM=—
—; where M is the steam (lbs.) escaping, through an
orfice of A square inches under a pressure of P lbs, per square
inch, in one second.
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APPENDIX IJO. 23.
One thermometer is required to measure the temperature of the
r
air surrounding the locomotive, one to measure the temperature of
the feed-water, and another to measure the temperature inside the
well of the throttling calorimeter. Another thermometer, the "bulh
of which is kept wet by Deing wrapped In a water soaked wick, is
generally used to deteralne the "wet bulh" temperature. An hygro-
meter of the swing type is to he preferred to the stationary wet
and dry hulb thermometers.
Other thermometers will he required if it is desired to obtain
temperature readings in the receiver, the branch pipe, and the ex-
haust passage.
The two thermometers for ipeasureing the temperature of the air
should be graduated to resd from 0° F to 150° F, or approximately
over that range. The four thermometers that are used for measuring
the temperature in the calorimeter, the receiver, ifehe branch-pipe
and the exhaust should be graduatec to read from 100° F to 400° F,
or substantially over that range. Higher ranges will be required
if superheated steam is to be encountered.
A.



